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Notes from the Road
The first in a series highlighting the work of Atlas’
six Regional Marketing Directors. Two of them are
featured here.

ENERGYNEWSLINE

Bruce Bundy
Central Regional Marketing Director
Listening and Learning
“As Regional Marketing Director, I work with financial
planners, their clients and their clients’ advisors, such as
CPAs, to help facilitate an understanding of Atlas’ unique oil
and natural gas investment opportunities,” Bruce explained.
“These types of investments are very different from those
that financial planners usually offer, and they are not
appropriate for most of their clients, since they may have
only a handful of higher net worth clients who qualify
for them.”
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ATLAS ENERGY RESOURCES, LLC
From left, Regional Marketing Directors
Robert Gourlay (Southeast) and Bruce Bundy
(Central) at the Atlas booth at a recent
broker/dealer conference in Vancouver,
British Columbia in Canada.

Until they develop their own expertise and gain the needed experience, Bruce says, he acts as
teacher, trainer and sounding board for the financial planners and assists in answering clients’
specific questions. “I only do that a couple of times as a form of training,” he explained. He considers
it to be a process of “listening and learning” for Registered Representatives as he “tells the story” of
the investment opportunity, so ultimately, they can do that on their own.

Westpointe Corporate Center One
1550 Coraopolis Heights Road, 2nd Floor
Moon Township, PA 15108
Phone: 800-251-0171
Local: 412-262-2830
Fax: 412-262-7430
www.atlasenergyresources.com

Clients’ Expectations
“Atlas believes it’s very important for marketing directors like me to convey full disclosure on its
investment risks and rewards,” Bruce commented, “and to help planners properly manage their
clients’ expectations.”

Seasons Greetings
From our Atlas family to yours, wishing
you the happiest of holidays, and peace
& prosperity in the New Year!

Robert Gourlay
Southeast Regional Marketing Director
Broad Spectrum of Knowledge
“It requires a broad spectrum of knowledge outside of our products,” Robert explained “to assist
financial planners in helping their clients.” He went on to explain that he holds training seminars to
assist financial planners in understanding how Atlas investments might fit into a portfolio. “You have
to be smart; you have to understand what is appropriate for an investor. Investors, for example, have
different issues. It may be a tax issue, an estate issue, or a corporate issue, or they may need to
diversify. The financial planner needs to understand how an oil and natural gas partnership may
benefit their client.”
Long-Term Relationships
Robert says his main goal is to help financial planners to develop ideas that help them with their
clients and build relationships over the long term.
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Marcellus Shale Wells
Production Update
Atlas Energy Resources, LLC recently announced that
it had completed the drilling of 98 wells to the
Marcellus Shale formation of which 90 wells have been
online for two years. The remaining eights wells will
be turned into line by the end of the year. Atlas is the
nation’s largest producer of natural gas from the
Marcellus Shale.
The Shale Defined
By definition, the Marcellus Shale is a unit of marine
sedimentary rock found in eastern North America.
Named for an unusual outcrop near the village of
Marcellus, New York, it extends throughout much of
the Appalachian Basin. The shale contains largely
untapped natural gas reserves, and its proximity
to the high-demand markets along the East Coast
make it an attractive target for energy development,
according to the trade magazine Petroleum News.
Enhanced Production Techniques
Atlas has developed a robust geologic database
from its Marcellus Shale wells in southwestern
Pennsylvania and has enhanced its vertical completion
and production techniques. These include perforation
schemes, multi-stage fracs, pumping rates, fluid
volumes and flow back rates.
Atlas intends to drill approximately 32 additional
vertical Marcellus Shale wells from now through March
2009. All told, the company intends to drill at least 75
additional vertical Marcellus Shale wells during the
remainder of 2009.
Atlas Acreage
As of September 30th of this year, Atlas controlled
555,000 acres in the Marcellus Shale fairway,
which included 271,000 acres in its focus area of
southwest Pennsylvania. Since the beginning of 2007,
Atlas has acquired 217,000 acres primarily in
southwestern Pennsylvania at a fully loaded cost of
$235 per acre.
The Company has drilled in southwestern Pennsylvania
all but one of its Marcellus wells, and, as a result,
has delineated most of this acreage.
Atlas has achieved relatively consistent results
throughout its focus acreage and all of its current
production is pipeline-quality gas that does not need
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to be treated. Through its affiliate Atlas Pipeline
Partners, LP, Atlas controls a gathering system capable
of delivering 120 Mmcf per day into four different
interstate pipelines and plans to more than double this
gathering capacity by the end of 2009.
NOTE: Certain matters discussed here are forwardlooking statements. Although Atlas Energy Resources, LLC
believes the expectations reflected in such forward-looking
statements are based on reasonable assumptions, it can give
no assurance that its expectations will be attained. Factors
that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations include financial performance, regulatory
changes, changes in local or national economic conditions
and other risks detailed from time to time in Atlas Energy’s
reports filed with the SEC, including quarterly reports on Form
10-Q, reports on Form 8-K and annual reports on Form 10-K.
SOURCES: Atlas Energy Resources, LLC and Petroleum
News, January 27, 2008.

More news on the Marcellus Shale wells
As we went to press, Atlas Energy announced higher
results in its Marcellus Shale Drilling Program due to
pioneering drilling technique. Atlas Energy successfully
pioneered the use of a two-stage frac design for five of its
vertical wells as part of its Marcellus Shale drilling
program in southwest Pennsylvania. Using this design,
the company averaged initial rates of production for
24 hours into a pipeline of 2.1 million cubic fee per day
("Mmcf/d"), more than double its historical average of
approximately 1 Mmcf/d for the program’s 90 previously
vertical completions.
Additionally, early results indicate that a well having a
two-stage frac exhibits a shallower decline rate than a
well with a single stage frac. The incremental cost of
the two-stage design over a single stage design is
approximately $125,000. Assuming these results
continue, which is not assured, the company expects to
realize sizable increases in reserves and production per
vertical well drilled.
"These results clearly demonstrate our growing
expertise at Atlas Energy," said Richard D. Weber,
President and Chief Operating Officer. "Using these
advanced techniques, we look forward to accelerating
our growth in reserves and production.”
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Atlas Energy’s
Third Quarter Results
Atlas Energy Resources, LLC (NYSE: ATN) reported record financial
results for its most recent quarter, the third quarter 2008.

•

•

Natural Gas Cars
Prices at the pump for gasoline hit record levels this year, and many drivers
began looking for alternatives. The natural gas car is one such option.
Most automakers offered natural gas cars in the 1990s for corporate and
government fleets, and that continues to be their most popular application.
For example, close to one-fourth of all new U.S. transit bus orders are for
natural gas-powered models.
Natural gas cars for consumer use, however, may be a growing trend. One
such vehicle, for example, the Honda Civic GX is already available to the
public at select dealers in California and New York. Right now, less than
one-third of one percent of the more than 300,000 Civics that Honda Motors
sells each year in the United States are this natural-gas GX version.
According to the natural gas advocacy trade group, NGV America, there are
more than seven million natural gas vehicles in use worldwide, but only
150,000 of those are in the United States.
With uncertainty in gasoline pricing and the move toward energy efficiency
ongoing, natural gas cars are expected to grow in popularity nationwide.
How Natural Gas Vehicles Work
Natural gas vehicles operate in much the same way as gasoline-powered
vehicles. In other words, the fuel (natural gas, in this case) is mixed with air
in the cylinder of the engine and then ignited by a spark plug to move a
piston up and down. Although there are some differences between natural
gas and gasoline in terms of engineering specifications and ignition
temperatures, the vehicles themselves work on the same fundamental
concepts as gasoline-powered vehicles.
Economic and Environmental Advantages
As with all alternative fuel cars, natural gas cars have certain advantages as
well as disadvantages.
As might be expected, the overwhelming advantages include reduced
“fill-up” costs and mileage efficiencies. Natural gas costs on average
one-third less than conventional gasoline at the pump, according to the
advocacy group the American Clean Skies Foundation.
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Another positive is that using natural gas is using fuel that is North
America-produced. And, natural gas is a much cleaner burning fuel than
gasoline, meaning that vehicles that run on it do so virtually pollution free.
They are among the cleanest vehicles in the world, according to Natural Gas
Supply Association. In fact, the Honda Civic GX has the cleanest internal
combustion engine ever commercially produced, industry experts say.
Beyond the somewhat limited driving range of about 200 miles per tank of
gas, the greater drawbacks have much to do with the inadequacies of the
infrastructure to support their use. For example, there are few natural gas
fueling stations outside of major cities. Most natural gas car owners have to
install their own fueling stations that tie into the natural gas they use for
their homes.
“Greenest Car” Award
Earlier this year, the natural gas powered Honda Civic GX surprised many
when it placed as “America’s Greenest Car” for the fifth year in a row,
awarded by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy. The car
surpassed the more popular gasoline-electric hybrids. Rankings were based
on an environment-related score that included fuel economy, health and
planet impacts.
The natural gas car may be an idea whose time has come. In his plan for
making America more energy self-sufficient, billionaire investor T. Boone
Pickens favors natural gas as a way to alleviate the transportation sector’s
dependence on oil. In his plan, he writes, “Natural gas vehicles are already
available and combine top performance with low emissions.”
SOURCES: Natural Gas Vehicles for America (NGV America), Natural Gas
Supply Association, The American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy, The Pickens Plan, The American Clean Skies Foundation, and
www.autohowstuffworks.com/ngv.

•

As of September 30, 2008, the company held a total acreage position
of approximately 1,250,000 net acres, of which 743,000 are
undeveloped, an increase of 24% from the net acreage position
at September 30, 2007.

Adjusted earnings before interest, income taxes, depreciation and
amortization ("adjusted EBITDA"), a non-GAAP measure, of $80.5
million, as compared with $71.5 million for the third quarter 2007, an
increase of $9.0 million, or approximately 13%. The increase over the
prior year was primarily related to a 12% growth in Appalachian
production and a 9% increase in gross margin generated from
partnership management fee sources. A reconciliation from net
income to Adjusted EBITDA is provided in the financial tables of
the company’s released full report;

Atlas Energy’s subsidiary serves as managing general partner of the
partnership. A written prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10
of the Securities Act may be obtained when made available from Anthem
Securities, Inc. (a subsidiary of Atlas Energy), 1550 Coraopolis Heights
Rd., 2nd Floor, Moon Township, PA 15108.

Distributable cash flow of $53.4 million, an increase of $7.6 million,
or 17%, compared to the prior year’s comparable quarter. A
reconciliation from net income to distributable cash flow is provided
in the financial tables of of the company’s released full report;

SOURCE: Atlas Energy Resources, LLC

•

Net income of $38.2 million, an increase of $6.6 million, or 21%,
compared to the prior year’s comparable quarter; and

•

Revenues of $213.6 million, an increase of $33.4 million, or
approximately 19%, compared to the prior year comparable period.

•

Based on the financial results for the third quarter 2008, Atlas Energy
declared a quarterly cash distribution of $0.61 per unit for the period
at a cash distribution coverage ratio of 1.4x. This distribution reflects
an approximate 11% increase compared to the third quarter 2007
distribution of $0.55 per unit at a cash distribution coverage ratio of 1.4x.

Recent Events

•

In the third quarter 2008, Atlas Energy established a position in the
New Albany Shale of southwestern Indiana by acquiring 114,000 net
acres and by entering into a farmout agreement that will give it the
rights to an additional 78,000 net acres (121,000 gross acres). These
transactions afford Atlas Energy the opportunity to drill on 284,000
gross acres, including the 121,000 gross acre farmout. Using capital
from its syndicated oil and gas investment programs, Atlas Energy
plans to begin drilling in 2008 and plans over 100 horizontal wells by
the end of 2009.

•

The Company completed fundraising for Atlas Energy’s Public
#17-2007 (B) drilling program in the third quarter 2008, raising a
record $236.4 million in investor funds. Atlas Resources Public
#18-2008 (A) L.P. became effective on October 27, 2008.

Operating Highlights

•

Marcellus Shale development: To date, Atlas Energy has drilled 98
Marcellus Shale wells, of which 90 wells are currently producing;

•

As of September 30, 2008, Atlas Energy controlled approximately
555,000 Marcellus acres in Pennsylvania, New York and West Virginia,
of which approximately 271,000 acres are located in the Company’s
current focus area of southwest Pennsylvania;

•

Net natural gas and oil production for Atlas Energy totaled 96.2
million cubic feet equivalents ("Mmcfe") per day in the third quarter
2008, a 5.4% increase compared to the third quarter 2007;
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For more complete information about the company’s third quarter
performance and operations visit the website, www.atlasenergyresources.com
to view the November 3, 2008 announcement of results.

NOTE: Certain matters discussed here are forward-looking statements.
Although Atlas Energy Resources, LLC believes the expectations reflected in such
forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, it can give
no assurance that its expectations will be attained. Factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from expectations include financial
performance, regulatory changes, changes in local or national economic
conditions and other risks detailed from time to time in Atlas Energy’s reports
filed with the SEC, including quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, reports on
Form 8-K and annual reports on Form 10-K.
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rights to an additional 78,000 net acres (121,000 gross acres). These
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from its syndicated oil and gas investment programs, Atlas Energy
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For more complete information about the company’s third quarter
performance and operations visit the website, www.atlasenergyresources.com
to view the November 3, 2008 announcement of results.

NOTE: Certain matters discussed here are forward-looking statements.
Although Atlas Energy Resources, LLC believes the expectations reflected in such
forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, it can give
no assurance that its expectations will be attained. Factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from expectations include financial
performance, regulatory changes, changes in local or national economic
conditions and other risks detailed from time to time in Atlas Energy’s reports
filed with the SEC, including quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, reports on
Form 8-K and annual reports on Form 10-K.
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Central Regional Marketing Director
Listening and Learning
“As Regional Marketing Director, I work with financial
planners, their clients and their clients’ advisors, such as
CPAs, to help facilitate an understanding of Atlas’ unique oil
and natural gas investment opportunities,” Bruce explained.
“These types of investments are very different from those
that financial planners usually offer, and they are not
appropriate for most of their clients, since they may have
only a handful of higher net worth clients who qualify
for them.”
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ATLAS ENERGY RESOURCES, LLC
From left, Regional Marketing Directors
Robert Gourlay (Southeast) and Bruce Bundy
(Central) at the Atlas booth at a recent
broker/dealer conference in Vancouver,
British Columbia in Canada.

Until they develop their own expertise and gain the needed experience, Bruce says, he acts as
teacher, trainer and sounding board for the financial planners and assists in answering clients’
specific questions. “I only do that a couple of times as a form of training,” he explained. He considers
it to be a process of “listening and learning” for Registered Representatives as he “tells the story” of
the investment opportunity, so ultimately, they can do that on their own.
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1550 Coraopolis Heights Road, 2nd Floor
Moon Township, PA 15108
Phone: 800-251-0171
Local: 412-262-2830
Fax: 412-262-7430
www.atlasenergyresources.com

Clients’ Expectations
“Atlas believes it’s very important for marketing directors like me to convey full disclosure on its
investment risks and rewards,” Bruce commented, “and to help planners properly manage their
clients’ expectations.”

Seasons Greetings
From our Atlas family to yours, wishing
you the happiest of holidays, and peace
& prosperity in the New Year!

Robert Gourlay
Southeast Regional Marketing Director
Broad Spectrum of Knowledge
“It requires a broad spectrum of knowledge outside of our products,” Robert explained “to assist
financial planners in helping their clients.” He went on to explain that he holds training seminars to
assist financial planners in understanding how Atlas investments might fit into a portfolio. “You have
to be smart; you have to understand what is appropriate for an investor. Investors, for example, have
different issues. It may be a tax issue, an estate issue, or a corporate issue, or they may need to
diversify. The financial planner needs to understand how an oil and natural gas partnership may
benefit their client.”
Long-Term Relationships
Robert says his main goal is to help financial planners to develop ideas that help them with their
clients and build relationships over the long term.
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Production Update
Atlas Energy Resources, LLC recently announced that
it had completed the drilling of 98 wells to the
Marcellus Shale formation of which 90 wells have been
online for two years. The remaining eights wells will
be turned into line by the end of the year. Atlas is the
nation’s largest producer of natural gas from the
Marcellus Shale.
The Shale Defined
By definition, the Marcellus Shale is a unit of marine
sedimentary rock found in eastern North America.
Named for an unusual outcrop near the village of
Marcellus, New York, it extends throughout much of
the Appalachian Basin. The shale contains largely
untapped natural gas reserves, and its proximity
to the high-demand markets along the East Coast
make it an attractive target for energy development,
according to the trade magazine Petroleum News.
Enhanced Production Techniques
Atlas has developed a robust geologic database
from its Marcellus Shale wells in southwestern
Pennsylvania and has enhanced its vertical completion
and production techniques. These include perforation
schemes, multi-stage fracs, pumping rates, fluid
volumes and flow back rates.
Atlas intends to drill approximately 32 additional
vertical Marcellus Shale wells from now through March
2009. All told, the company intends to drill at least 75
additional vertical Marcellus Shale wells during the
remainder of 2009.
Atlas Acreage
As of September 30th of this year, Atlas controlled
555,000 acres in the Marcellus Shale fairway,
which included 271,000 acres in its focus area of
southwest Pennsylvania. Since the beginning of 2007,
Atlas has acquired 217,000 acres primarily in
southwestern Pennsylvania at a fully loaded cost of
$235 per acre.
The Company has drilled in southwestern Pennsylvania
all but one of its Marcellus wells, and, as a result,
has delineated most of this acreage.
Atlas has achieved relatively consistent results
throughout its focus acreage and all of its current
production is pipeline-quality gas that does not need
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to be treated. Through its affiliate Atlas Pipeline
Partners, LP, Atlas controls a gathering system capable
of delivering 120 Mmcf per day into four different
interstate pipelines and plans to more than double this
gathering capacity by the end of 2009.
NOTE: Certain matters discussed here are forwardlooking statements. Although Atlas Energy Resources, LLC
believes the expectations reflected in such forward-looking
statements are based on reasonable assumptions, it can give
no assurance that its expectations will be attained. Factors
that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations include financial performance, regulatory
changes, changes in local or national economic conditions
and other risks detailed from time to time in Atlas Energy’s
reports filed with the SEC, including quarterly reports on Form
10-Q, reports on Form 8-K and annual reports on Form 10-K.
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More news on the Marcellus Shale wells
As we went to press, Atlas Energy announced higher
results in its Marcellus Shale Drilling Program due to
pioneering drilling technique. Atlas Energy successfully
pioneered the use of a two-stage frac design for five of its
vertical wells as part of its Marcellus Shale drilling
program in southwest Pennsylvania. Using this design,
the company averaged initial rates of production for
24 hours into a pipeline of 2.1 million cubic fee per day
("Mmcf/d"), more than double its historical average of
approximately 1 Mmcf/d for the program’s 90 previously
vertical completions.
Additionally, early results indicate that a well having a
two-stage frac exhibits a shallower decline rate than a
well with a single stage frac. The incremental cost of
the two-stage design over a single stage design is
approximately $125,000. Assuming these results
continue, which is not assured, the company expects to
realize sizable increases in reserves and production per
vertical well drilled.
"These results clearly demonstrate our growing
expertise at Atlas Energy," said Richard D. Weber,
President and Chief Operating Officer. "Using these
advanced techniques, we look forward to accelerating
our growth in reserves and production.”

